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Abstract: Several assessing efforts are approved making both communica-
tion and information technologies available. In addition to being a part of
universal access and service, we aim at assessing the impact of radio access
technologies on universal access indicators. The proposed work demonstrates
the possibility of inter-working of all existing Radio Access Technologies
(RATs), in a limited area presented in the Six Generation Radio Resources
Allocation (6 G-A) network. We propose a solution for the Vertical hand
Over (VHO) in 6 G-A heterogeneous system, that adopts Media Independent
Handover (MIH) protocol to benefit between different used technologies
in a direct communication firstly and facilitate, in addition, coordination
between congestion control mechanisms with the mobility management entity.
The mathematical model has been developed to deal with locality coverage
and broadband needs, based on a methodological approach consisting in
integrating parameters linked to access index through radio technologies.
This approach has been applied. In practice, it has contributed to highlight-
ing its relative simplicity of implementation, but it is not enough for six-
generation system radio access networks. The congestion control mechanism
is integrated within the vertical handover process, this proposition is used to
prevent each presented congestion state. The media independent handover IS
equipment, as well as six G-A equipment which are both considered as the
whole architecture key equipment, perform and guaranty this related process.
Efficient communication is established besides information exchange between
various technologies. Achieved evaluation results are performant and prove
that proposed mechanisms are efficient. Both simulation and tests results are
accomplished.
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1 Introduction

In this work, we describe our proposed congestion control enhancement in 3rd Generation Part-
nership Project Long-Term Evolution–Advanced (3rd GPP LTE-A) network. Radio Access Networks
constitute the important elements of access layers. The architecture of New Generation Network
(NGN) identifies the access layer. Each congestion problem can be managed whether network equip-
ment or by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project equipment such as the eNodeB, that’s demonstrates
which architecture is adopted by the six-generation network. To optimize, not dependently on which
used technology for the underlying access, each vertical handover. A mechanism is operated by the
media independent handover architecture, that guaranties its efficiency. The IEEE Media Independent
Handover 802.21 protocol determine the framework’s MIH. All technologies for access link layer
and the protocol stack higher layer entities in the protocol stack, are identified and determined
by the media independent handover framework model. Initially, the media independent handover
function entity in the mobile node, is connected directly to a peer MIHF entity on the network
side, and then, the Handover procedure takes place. The point of service exchanges MIH messages
with a multimode mobile node, this point of service presents an instance of the network-side media
independent handover function. for each mobile node an active layer serving the PoA, and a second
deeper inside the network. The specific role network node is based on the MIH signals exchange
inter-peers, as the Wi-Fi Access Point, WiMAX Base Station, and the 3rd generation partnership
project LTE-A eNodeB technologies [1,2], (Fig. 1 illustrates the heterogeneous access environment).
The information server (IS): the basic role of this entity is storing generic information about the Radio
Access Networks (RANs) provided by the network operator. When an information server exchange
directly MIH messages with other MIH network entities, it will be identified as MIH non-PoS entity. Its
role is mainly the storage of each radio access networks generic information, and then related mobility
management function is necessary added to its entity.

Figure 1: MIH reference framework model

When inter-radio access networks, a balanced load emerges, the information server maintains the
situation, or prevent congestion state. In that case, the IS can start or stop any vertical handover due
to the stored information.
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2 General Phases of Congestion Control Strategy

The more important indicator for a congested system is when the total amount of incoming traffic
for a predefined period is greater than the available capacity of the system during this period. Such
a state can be detected according to different measurements. If we attempt to classify congestion
control algorithms according to their behaviors, we can find two main categories of these algorithms:
avoidance strategy and mitigation strategy. In the case of strategy based on avoidance, algorithms
maintain the system far away from an overload situation. But, with new communication system
generation, this task becomes unsecured because of the explosion of traffic amount, the great number
of connected devices, and the diversity of multimedia services. For the mitigation strategy [3], the
congestion algorithm [4] is triggered whenever a congestion state is detected to remain the system stable
and beyond as fast as possible the congestion. This strategy seems also not coherent with the features
of the fourth generation (4G) system [5]. It may also threaten the QoS for end-users. Hence, we propose
to combine these two strategies to achieve a congestion control mechanism with four phases, like it
is presented in Fig. 2. We detail later the phases of the CC strategy. Prevention phase: the proposed
algorithm checks periodically the available capacity of the LTE-A cells [6]. If it is greater than 6 G a
predefined threshold, it means that the cell is on the way to being congested. As a preventive action,
all new calls or HO requests will be rejected, and the detection phase will be triggered. In the detection
phase: the algorithm monitors continuously the system and checks the available capacity of cells to
detect if it is greater than the second higher threshold. Even all new calls are rejected. In such a case,
a congestion state is announced and the need for fast resolution. Otherwise, the available capacity is
increasing, so the algorithm returns to the prevention phase.

Figure 2: Congestion control cycle

Resolution phase: After the detection of an overload situation, the congestion control mechanism
[7] is trying to resolve the overload situation. Besides the new call rejection, some handover sessions
are triggered to other cells or existing RATs, also traffic rates will be reduced for some users especially
those that exceed the predefined rate in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) [8] with the operator. When
the available capacity achieves a threshold, the resolution will exit. In the recovery phase: Congestion
resolution phase may occur a QoS degradation for some users, a recovery algorithm is needed in order
to restore the stability of the system.
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3 Hand Over Management Contribution for Congestion

The prevention and detection, the preventative phase of congestion control aim to avoid any
potential congestion, and that’s in a dynamic manner based on a network load control operation
process. In a lack of resources availability, a handover in the network can results a congestion state,
therefore an optimized management of inter-cell/RATs users’ mobility helps to maintain system
stability. That is why it is imperative to integrate the congestion control mechanism within the handover
management [9]. In general, there are four stages to the handover process: a preparation phase [10],
then the target selection, and it is finishing with a strategic operating phase. We consider congestion
as a metrics for handover decisions and access to the networks. We integrate the congestion control
mechanism based on both handover decisions and target access networks selection. We focus on
handover from the WLAN access network to the six G network [11]. HO management metrics end
user makes the final HO decision, but also a handover triggering can be suggested by the MIIS entity.
Both of these entities can make HO decisions according to the user and network measurements [12]. In
our work, we focused on the congestion of the radio link, which explains the potential weight given to
the channel capacity metric. In addition, besides channel capacity, we considered some other metrics:

• RSS;
• Mobile user velocity;
• System capacity: 6 G-A deploy OFDMA access technology in the downlink, where symbols are

groups into physical resource blocks with a fixed size to 180 KHz. Each 1 ms Transmission Time
Interval (TTI) consists of two times slots and 2 PRBs, and each PRB includes 12 subcarriers
with and 15 KHz spacing between them [13]. The maximum achievable data rate during a one-
time slot is presented by the rate given by all available s, ubcarriers that we call the available
capacity. Based on the Shannon formula [14], the maximum achievable capacity for the nth
subcarriers is equal to:

equal to:

∀n = Bn log2 (1 + SNRn) [bit�S�Hz] (1)

The maximum available capacity during a one-time slot with N available subcarriers is:

�available =
∑N

i=I
�n [bit�S�Hz] (2)

MIH-based VHO decision [15] based on network collected information, the MN decides if a
handover will take place or not. This phase is illustrated in Fig. 3, which is presented in the next page.
When 802.11 access technology [16] and mobile nodes are connected, server network information
states are saved on the MIHF entity. This process is operated, by the use of Net_ Link_ Measurement
_ Report.Ind” service primitive, from the IEEE 802.11 access point MAC layer [17] through its MIHF
entity. As well for the mobile nodes active interface for each local information, based on MIH _ Link_
MN _ Measurement _ Report_ Ind, MIH _ Cong _ Measures”, as detailed (in Fig. 4). When a request
is presented for RRC eNodeB layer by IS in the 3GPP 6G-A [18] network. It a system performance
degradation happens, resulting a overload state as well low QoS level [19], the IS proposes a handover
to the MN. It can also prevent 3GPP 6G-A cells [20] any potential future handover process. Since
“MIH _ Comm _ Scan.req” request was sent by MIH user asks the local MIHF, a list of existing the
existing candidates list is mentioned. To select the target, to discover access networks radio candidates.
MIH user of the MN can take a to start handover session decision by the MIH user based on QoS
degradation [21] and or a vertical handover reception by IS. When request received by the IS entity via
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“MIH _ Scan.req”. each candidate is identified and a reply must be sent to the mobile terminal MIHF
entity.

Figure 3: Illustration of vertical handover preparation

Figure 4: IS and RRC information exchange
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Referring to Fig. 4 which is presented below, the MIHF entity in the eNodeB receives “MIH _ Net
_ Measurement _ Report.req” from IS entity. Then “MIH _ Link _ Cong _ Measurements _ Request”
is emitted to local MAC layer without any parameters. Once measurements are stored, MAC layer
generates primitive “Cong _ Measurements. Indication” and send it to the RRC level to the congestion
control bloc to collect local measurements like queues as well physical layer measurements. Physical
layer measurements [22] and queues measurements must be communicated to the IS entity with “MIH
_ Net _ Measurement _ Report. response”.

The described scenario above shall be executed periodically to supervise the cell state in a dynamic
and interactive manner. Then, based on the collected measurement, the decision will be made to trigger
a handover or not will. The process is monitored by both the mobile user and the MIIS server [23].
Indeed, the MIIS is no longer a storage system only; this entity can make the handover decision in one
of the following cases:

• Case 1: overload state;
• Case 2: when enough resources are required;
• Case 3: base station breaks down.

However, even though the MIIS decides to trigger a Vertical Handover Decision (VHOD), the
decision must be confirmed by the mobile terminal, which has the authority to make the final decision
in order to achieve more user satisfaction.

In addition, to make efficient VHOD for edge users, we deal differently to prevent the Ping-Pong
effect, as it is described in Fig. 5. After making the VHOD, when handover is started to another
network [24]. After discovering candidates RANs, a selected element is considered as a target network.

Figure 5: MIH-based vertical handover decision modeling

Fig. 6 illustrates the communication between different entities to select the appropriate desti-
nation. Candidate Radio Access Networks (CRANs) state. MIH based target RAT selection After
making the VHOD [25], the target selection phase is triggered when the MN decides to start handover
to another network. After discovering candidates RANs, one of them will be the target network. Fig. 6
illustrates the communication between different entities to select the appropriate destination. Indeed,
the target RAN selection is based on user preferences, application requirements as well as Candidate
Radio Access Networks (CRANs) state. The proceeding starts with the request of the MN to the IS
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entity about CRANs information using the primitive “MIH _ MN _ HO _ Candidate _ Query.Req”.
The IS collects CRANs information. As we are interested in the congestion control in LTE_A cells
[26]. The “MIH _ Link _ Cong _ Measurements” primitives collects cell congestion measurements
from the RRC layer. Then, the IS responds the MN with “MIH _ MN _ HO _ Candidate_ Query.
Resp”. Finally, MIH user at the MN executes the target RAN selection algorithm described to get by
with a selected target for the handover session. Algorithm. The MIH based Target selection algorithm
Ci: available capacity in CRAN I Input List _ CRAN: list of Candidate RANs Begin For i = 1: length
(List _ CRAN) If Ci < user _ app _ req CRAN rejected; Remove from the list; End End If List _ CRAN
not empty Select the CRAN with higher Ci Else Retransmit “HO _ Candidate _ Query. Request” to
MIIS End.

Figure 6: Target RAN selection phase for vertical handover

4 Congestion

If the 3GPP 6G-A network store a congestion state, resolving state can be by:

• Decreasing data rate for some users;
• Triggering handover session to other existing RAN;
• Rejecting of new connection requests, as well current handover procedures blocking action, are

made to calm down the situation. These actions are carried out by the eNodeB, or by both the
eNodeB and the MIIS entities if a congestion state is detected by the MIIS [27]. If congestion
state under 6G-A cell/RAT is detected the User’s rate is reduced. It directly works on resolving
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the problem. In the first congestion resolution action, the data rate will be decreased for two
types of users:

• Those whose throughput exceeds that predefined in the service contract with the operator.
• If still necessary, some of those executing applications with a low priority level.

For users with high-priority level applications, like real-time applications, QoS should be main-
tained as possible. The rate reduction task is triggered by transmitting the “MIH_ NET_ RATE_RED.
Ind” primitive from the MIIS to the MIHF entities of covered eNodeBs to be transferred to selected
users MIHF entities.

Then, locally on the level of the mobile user, each MIHF entity sends the “MIH_RATE_
RED.Ind” to the MIH user entity in higher layer to increase immediately the user throughput, as
illustrated in the Fig. 7. Parameters used with these primitives are described below: the service flow
identifier is represented by ID (SFID) parameter that specifies the transport connection. The reduced
traffic rate is represented by parameters Maximum sustained traffic rate / Maximum traffic burst / and
Minimum reserved traffic rate.

Figure 7: User’s data rate reduction

Reduced traffic duration is mentioned in milli-second (ms). To reduce 6G-A load, the IS, placed
network core, trigger a handover to suitable RANs to exceed congestion state. Based on network [28]
collected Data, the IS selects those able for new connections. The MIH _ Net _ HO _ trigger Ind” and
MIH _ HO_trigger.Ind, as primitives service (Fig. 8) used by IS entity for triggering a handover. IS
entity sent first element to MIHF entity user (selected RAN) for HO establishment. Since the primitive
reception is accomplished, the “MIH_HO_ trigger. Ind is sent to the MIHF entity. These primitives are
characterized with same parameters: MIH _ HO _ trigger. Ind {HO _ DEC (mandatory) and Target_
RAN (mandatory)}. The congestion recovery is executed when the system remains stable, on which the
network control entities check affected users when resolving congestion problem. It concerns restoring
the allowed data rate according to SLA for users with limited rate, especially for users that perform
real time applications [29].
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Figure 8: Handover triggering

5 Simulation Tests and Performance Evaluation

The simulated tests for performance evaluation is accomplished. The simulated network, simula-
tion parameters, and results are presented in the subsections below. Simulation scenario. The simulated
network is presented in the Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Simulated network

We adopted network architecture composed by:

• Seven hexagonal neighbors 6G-A cells (7 eNodeBs),

• Ratio
various number of ser equipment

devices/cell and per network Bandwidth required Voip
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• 64 kbps Data: 512 kbps Capacity threshold value 2/3 × maximal offered capacity 802.11 number
of users 200 Total number of users Between 200 and 2500 Simulation results and discussion.
Metrics used for congestion control mechanism evaluation are:

• Signalisation Rate (SR) = Signaling Packets Number (SPN)

Total Packets Number (TPN)

• Packet Loss Rate (PLR) = Packets Lost (PL)

Total Packets Number (TPN)

• Resources Used Rate (VHBR) = Used ResourceResourcess (UR)

Total Network Resources (TNR)

• Vertical Handover Blocking Rate (VHBR) = Estimeted Used Resources (EUR)

Total Network Resources (TNR)

In Figs 10–13, 95% confidence intervals show the accuracy of our estimate situation. In fact,
we compare our results with those in case of inactive congestion control mechanisms. Next, in this
subsection, we use the notation ECC for enabled congestion control case presented by the blue curve,
and DCC when our congestion control mechanism is disabled, which is presented by the red curve in
all figures presented below.

• During 6G-A cells measurements, in a closed congestion, MIIS entity declare the eNodeB
state. MIIS entity can communicate with eNodeBs, in addition, the 802.11 access point collects
measurements.

• By using IS equipment control, when users exercise vertical handover between 3GPP in LTEA
and 802.11 environment, under a limited mobile stations number (802.11 access point standard),
control messages are exchanged under the two technologies periodically.

Figure 10: Rate of visualization for various users numbers

We operate related congestion control process in each iteration, if each one takes one TTI. In case
of a congestion state, each handover to 6G-A cell is blocked, and transmitted packets are lost. For our
uses case study [30] LTE-A network, simulation parameters are presented in Table 1. The parameters
Description 6G-A bandwidth 20 MHz (50 RB et 180 KHz per RB).
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Figure 11: Rate of resources use for various users’ numbers

Figure 12: Lost packets rate according to variation of user’s number

Figure 13: Rate of VHO blocking
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Table 1: Parameters of simulation

Inter-site distance 2598 m (1500 m cell radius)
Distance-dependent path loss PL = k/dα; k = 1.4 × 10–4 and α = 3.5
LTE-A bandwidth 20 MHz (50 RB et 180 KHz per RB)
Cellular layout Hexagonal grid, one cluster of 7cells
Carrier frequency 2.7 GHz (for DL)
Shadow fading Log-normal 9 db standard deviation
Fast fading Rayleigh distribution
Height of UE 1.5 m
Height of eNodeB 32 m
Total eNodeB Tx power 46 dBm
UE distribution Uniform randomly
UE power 24 dBm
Scheduler Round robin (RR)
Link adaptation ACM
Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM, 64QAM
Thermal noise density Thermal noise density
Bandwidth requirement Voip: 64 kbps

Data: 512 kbps
Capacity threshold value 2/3 × maximal offered value
802.11 number of users 200
Total number of users Between 200 and 2500

6 Results and Discussion

Fig. 10, which is presented above, presents the rate of signalization for a various number of users,
for the two cases: ECC and DCC, shows both ECC and DCC solution, where signalization rate for
several users is identified [31]. As graphically demonstrated signalization rate is proportional to user’s
number, except the ECC solution, a higher value is measured compared to the DCC solution. This
can be explained by the more user’s number operate in the net, the more congestion state is being
closer, the more congestion prevention actions and notification are generated. By ECC employment,
if 2500 users are connected, the rate achieves 30%, standard error margin does not exceed 8% (Fig. 10).
As shown difference rate average value is 7%. In fact, this result meets well the NGN aspirations to
proposed solution proves the network performance. Its signalization rate, for any user’s number, able
to maintains a high level for it. The rate of used resource use (Fig. 11), these exploited resources rate is
proportional to users’ number [32]. We constate that for any resources’ utilization rate augmentation
is because of an increase of mobile stations for both DCC or ECC. But compared to DCC solution
a slight increase is stored for the ECC about 4%. In case 2500 users (ECC), the resources rate used
reaches 72%, and 68% in the DCC case. These results are considered good, which reflects a good
radio resources management that is maintained along simulation time. Furthermore, we can conclude
that our solution allows a good adaptation of the traffic circulating in the network to the provided
bandwidth.
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The Fig. 12 shows packet loss rate according to the various number of users for both cases. We
can conclude from this result: users interval numbers from 350 to 1000, an increase of rate (for ECC
solution), and 0.5% in the case of DCC solution, this rate increase until1.1% (for 1800 users). This
augmentation is made peak by peak. In case of ECC, the rate is stabilized until 0.8% for users interval
numbers from 1000 to 2500. Thus it can be considered as low. The error rate interval for both cases
is around 1%. Fig. 13 shows a request to 6G-A network, so by increasing the users’ numbers, blocked
VHO increases for both ECC and DCC solution. In practice, lost packets resulting from congestion
are omitted, by using proposed mechanism for congestion control with an optimized QoS.

But, in the case of ECC, the rate is always lower than the DCC case. Indeed, a VHO request to the
3GPP 6G-A network may be blocked when there are not enough resources that meet the needs of the
user’s application, or for load balancing purposes between networks as well as in case of congestion
state; all VHO requests are blocked. That is why, our solution of congestion control aims to avoid
congestion state, so avoiding the maximum of VHO request blocking. But, in the ECC situation,
with1750 users the rate stored lower than 0.1%, and it increases in DCC situation to0.18%. when
users number reaches 2500, in ECC situation the rate increases to 0.15%, but for the DCC situation,
it increases to .3%. The error rate is around 0.1%. Based on proposed solution for congestion control,
the rate of vertical handover block has decreased by half, compared with the DCC case. In case of
mobile networks, movement velocity must be considered. We generated, in Fig. 14, the packet loss rate
according to mobile users’ velocity with a fixed number of users that is equal to 2000 users. Fig. 14,
shows that until a speed of 175 km/h there is no packet loss: in ECC situation the rate reaches 3.2%,
whereas in DCC situation it is 7.5%.

Figure 14: Packets loss rate according to user’s velocity

Experimentally, a user with a high-speed motion increases its packets loss risks probability, due
to achieved packet loss rates, the proposed solution reduces any congestion resulting packets loss.

7 Conclusion

One of the key features of 6 G-A network is the interworking between all existing RATs in
a limited area that we considered in our first contribution presented in this chapter. Indeed, we
proposed a solution for VHO process in 6G-A heterogeneous system and we adopted MIH protocol
to benefit from direct communication between different technologies, to ensure entity mobility as well
as scheduling congestion step control mechanism. To mention and prevent a congestion state, we
integrate vertical handover technic with mechanism of congestion control. The proposed process is
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performed by both the 6G-A equipment and the MIH IS equipment based on an efficient and secure
exchange data. Experimental results are validated. In the next chapter, we will extend our work by
focusing on the load factor to maintain balancing load between 6G-A cells and to prevent overload
state.
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